Abstract. We describe a more efficient algorithm to compute p-adic Coleman integrals on odd degree hyperelliptic curves for large primes p. The improvements come from using fast linear recurrence techniques when reducing differentials in Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology, a technique introduced by Harvey [Har07] when computing zeta functions. The complexity of our algorithm is quasilinear in √ p and is polynomial in the genus and precision. We provide timings comparing our implementation with existing approaches.
Introduction
In 2001, Kedlaya introduced an algorithm for computing the action of Frobenius on the Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology of odd degree hyperelliptic curves over Q p [Ked01] . This has been used to compute zeta functions of the reductions modulo p of such curves, and, starting with the work of Balakrishnan-Bradshaw-Kedlaya [BBK10] , to evaluate Coleman integrals between points on them. Computation of Coleman integrals requires more information to be retained throughout the execution of the algorithm than is needed to compute only the way Frobenius acts on cohomology classes, which is all that is needed to compute zeta functions.
Harvey [Har07] introduced a variant of Kedlaya's algorithm, its run time in terms of p alone is O( √ p) := O( √ p log k √ p)) for some k ∈ Z. In [BBK10] the authors asked if it is possible to use Harvey's techniques when computing Coleman integrals.
Here we show that one can obtain the same efficiency improvements in Kedlaya's algorithm as Harvey did, whilst retaining enough information to compute Coleman integrals. Specifically, we obtain the following result: Theorem 1.1. Let X/Z p be a genus g, odd degree hyperelliptic curve. Then for the basis {ω i = x i dx/2y} 2g−1 i=0 of H 1 dR (X), let M be the matrix of Frobenius acting on this basis, and N ∈ N be such that X and P, Q ∈ X(Q p ) are known to precision p N , assume p > (2N − 1)(2g + 1). Then, if multiplying two g × g matrices requires O(g ω ) ring operations, the vector of Coleman integrals (
i=0 can be computed in time O g ω √ pN 5/2 + N 4 g 4 log p to absolute p-adic precision N −v p (det(M −I)).
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As surveyed in [BBK10] there are many applications of Coleman integration in arithmetic geometry, notably they are central to the method of Chabauty-ColemanKim. This method has been made explicit in some cases, such as in [BD18] Example 2. There, and in general, when working over number fields it is useful to work only with p that split. This is an additional condition on p, which often results in having to take larger p, which gives one motivation for the current work.
In §2 and §3 we recall the set-up for Coleman integration, and, most importantly, exactly what data is needed to compute Coleman integrals on hyperelliptic curves. In §4 we examine the reduction procedure used by Harvey in more detail. We then come to our main new ideas, creating an appropriate recurrence that computes the data necessary for Coleman integration. In §5 we introduce a modification of the linear recurrence algorithm used by Harvey, which is specialised to the type of recurrences we obtained. This is useful when computing Coleman integrals between many endpoints simultaneously. In §6 we describe the main algorithm in detail. In §7 and §8 we analyse its correctness and complexity. Finally in §9 and §10 we give some timings and examples obtained with a SageMath/C++ implementation, showing its practical use.
Set-up and notation
Throughout we work with a fixed prime p and an odd degree hyperelliptic curve X/Z p , of genus g ≥ 1, given as
We assume that the reduction of Q(x) to F p [x] has no multiple roots. We fix a desired p-adic precision N ≥ 1 such that p > (2N − 1)(2g + 1).
(2.1)
Let ι denote the hyperelliptic involution, given on the finite affine chart as (x, y) → (x, −y); the fixed points of this involution are called Weierstrass points.
We will make use of several notions from rigid geometry. Points of X(Q p ) which reduce to the same point in X Fp (F p ) are said to lie in the same residue disk. A residue disk that contains a Weierstrass point is a Weierstrass residue disk.
Coleman integration
Coleman integration is a p-adic (line) integration theory developed by Robert Coleman in the 1980s [Col82, CdS88, Col85] . Here we briefly summarise the setup for this theory (for more precise details, see, for example, [Bes12] ). We also recall the key inputs, which are obtained from Kedlaya's algorithm, for performing explicit Coleman integration on hyperelliptic curves, as described in [BBK10] .
The setting for Coleman integration as we will be using it is via the MonskyWashnitzer weak completion of the coordinate ring of the curve minus its Weierstrass points. So, letting A = Z p [x, y, y
−1 ]/(y 2 − Q(x)), its weak completion is the space A † of series
We will say that f is a primitive of the exact differential df . We then define the Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology of A to be
The action of Frobenius and of the hyperelliptic involution can be extended to Ω 1 A † and H 1 MW (A) and the actions of φ and ι commute. In particular we have an eigenspace decomposition of all of these spaces under ι into even and odd parts; the odd part will be denoted with a − superscript. Let A loc (X) denote the Q p -valued functions on X(Q p ) which are given by a power series on each residue disk.
Theorem 3.1 (Coleman) . There is a unique (up to a global constant of integration)
Given points P, Q ∈ X(Q p ) the definite integral Q P ω is then defined as ω (Q)− ω (P ), which is a well-defined function of P, Q.
After fixing a basis {ω
† , so by Theorem 3.1 we see that for some
We can therefore reduce to the case of integrating only the basis differentials ω i and evaluating the primitive f . The complexity of reducing to this case depends on how ω is presented. For example, if ω has many terms, the total run time can be dominated by finding f and evaluating f (Q) − f (P ) in the above. So we will focus on computing
. In many applications, all that we need to integrate are Q p -linear combinations of the basis differentials.
The work of Balakrishnan-Bradshaw-Kedlaya [BBK10] describes how to explicitly compute Coleman integrals for differentials on odd degree hyperelliptic curves. They describe how to reduce the problem of computing general Coleman integrals between two points to that of finding a matrix M and f i ∈ A † such that
Before stating a form of their algorithm, we recall a useful result which allows us to deal with the difficulties arising when the endpoints of the integral are Weierstrass. This can be problematic, as we need to evaluate primitives as in (3.2); if the endpoints are in Weierstrass residue disks, these power series may not converge. A † be an odd differential without poles at P, Q. Then
In particular, if P is also a Weierstrass point, then the integral is zero.
Lemma 3.2 allows us to express general integrals as linear combinations of integrals between two points in non-Weierstrass residue disks and integrals between two points in the same residue disk (known as tiny integrals). Evaluating tiny integrals uses formal integration of power series, see [BBK10] Algorithm 8.
Note that ∞ is a Weierstrass point so Lemma 3.2 applies with Q = ∞; integrals based at ∞ can be rewritten as a linear combination of a tiny integral and an integral between two non-Weierstrass points. Specifically, for a Teichmüller point P , if we know the matrix M expressing the action of Frobenius on the basis differentials ω i , we can use the Frobenius equivariance of the Coleman integral to deduce    . . .
. . .
  
(3.4) The last equality holds as we are using odd differentials, so the df i must also be odd, so from the expansion of (3.1) we see that the f i must also be odd (up to the constant term, which cancels).
So we will fix ∞ as our basepoint and compute only integrals of the form ∞ P ω; general integrals can be obtained by subtracting two of the above type. We will use the following algorithm, c.f. [BBK10] Remark 15: Algorithm 3.3. Input: P ∈ X(Q p ), the matrix of Frobenius M , and if P is not in a Weierstrass residue disk, {f i (P ′ )} 2g−1 i=0 for the unique Teichmüller point P ′ in the same residue disk as P , and f i as in (3.3). Output:
(1) If P is in a Weierstrass residue disk: Let P ′ be the Weierstrass point in the same residue disk, so that 
Variants of this algorithm are possible, c.f. [BBK10] Algorithm 11. From the version stated above, it is clear that, beyond solving a linear system and computing tiny integrals, the matrix of Frobenius and evaluations of the primitives f i at Teichmüller points in non-Weierstrass residue disks are all the input data that is needed to compute arbitrary Coleman integrals. We shall refer to this data as the Coleman data. To compute Coleman integrals efficiently, we require an efficient way of computing this data, possibly for several disks of interest.
Remark 3.4. We do not need to compute the f i themselves to compute integrals, only evaluations at Teichmüller points in prescribed non-Weierstrass residue disks. This simplification is key to our ability to write down a suitable recurrence. Moreover, once the Coleman data is computed, it can be saved and will not need to be recomputed if integrals between other points in the same residue disks are required.
Reductions in cohomology
4.1. Kedlaya's algorithm and Harvey's work. Kedlaya's algorithm computes the action of Frobenius on Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology up to a specified precision. The general strategy is to begin with a finite p-adic approximation of φ * ω as a (Laurent) polynomial in x and y multiplied by the differential dx/2y. This is reduced step-by-step via cohomologous differentials of lower polynomial degree, by subtracting appropriate exact forms dg for polynomials g. This process is continued until one is left with a Q p -linear combination of basis elements, and we have an expression of the form (3.3). For a given basis
− , writing each φ * ω i in terms of this basis results in a matrix of Frobenius acting on H 1 MW (A) − . The innovation in [Har07] is to express the reduction process as a linear recurrence, where the coefficients are linear polynomials in the index of the recurrence. A term several steps later in such recurrences can then be found more efficiently than the straightforward sequential approach, via the algorithm of Bostan-GaudrySchost [BGS07] Theorem 15. Here we also ultimately appeal to these methods, and so we must examine in more detail the polynomials g used in the reduction steps. We will describe the sum of the evaluations of these g at points of interest as a linear recurrence, so that they may be computed along with the reductions.
We use the basis of
This differs by a factor of 2 from the basis used by Harvey and Kedlaya; this choice reduces the number of 2's appearing in our formulae and so appears more natural here. Changing the basis by a scalar multiple has no effect on the matrix of Frobenius, only the exact differentials. An approximation to φ * ω i is given in [Har07] (4.1) by letting C j,r be the coefficient of
In (4.1), there are only (2g + 1)
+ N terms in total and the exponents of x and y that appear are always congruent to −1 or 1 mod p respectively.
As in [Har07] Section 5, we work with finite-dimensional vector spaces over Q p
for s ≥ −1, t ≥ 0, where, in addition, we restrict W −1,t to be the subspace of the above for which the coefficient of x −1 is zero (i.e. for which f (0) = 0).
− with the basis chosen above, so that ω i is the ith basis element of W −1,0 . In order to derive an expression for φ * ω i as a linear combination of the other basis elements, we begin with the approximation of φ * ω i from (4.1). Then starting with the terms of highest degree in x, which are each inside of some W s,t we reduce "horizontally", finding a cohomologous element of W s−1,t by subtracting an appropriate exact differential. This process is repeated until s = −1, but whenever we reach a space W s,t containing a term from (4.1), we add it to the current differential under consideration. We do this for each t appearing as an exponent for a monomial in the original approximation, and for each such t we obtain an element of W −1,t . We then reduce "vertically", beginning with the largest t we have, we subtract appropriate exact differentials to reduce the element of each W −1,t to a cohomologous one in W −1,t−1 while t ≥ 1. This is continued until we have reduced everything to the space W −1,0 , and we have obtained a linear combination of the basis differentials that is cohomologous to φ * ω i up to the specified precision. Note that many horizontal rows will not be considered at all. When p is large enough, most steps simply involve reducing terms we already have, as there are comparatively few terms in the (4.1) compared to the total degree. Doing multiple reduction steps quickly will therefore improve the run time of this procedure, even though we have to add new terms occasionally. This is where Harvey applies linear recurrence techniques to speed up this reduction process. We now state the reductions we will use; compared to [Har07] (5.2) and (5.3) we must be more explicit about the exact form we are subtracting, as this data is important for us.
4.2. Horizontal reduction. To reduce horizontally from W s,t to W s−1,t , we express the highest order basis element x 2g x s y −2t dx/2y ∈ W s,t as a cohomologous term in W s−1,t . The other basis elements are naturally basis elements for W s−1,t just with their indices shifted by 1.
Lemma 4.1 (Horizontal reduction). We have
Proof. We directly compute
Therefore, by subtracting
dx/2y, the remaining terms are all as stated, and of lower degree.
4.3. Vertical reduction. To reduce vertically from W −1,t to W −1,t−1 , we express the 2g basis elements x i y −2t dx/2y ∈ W −1,t as cohomologous terms in W −1,t−1 .
Lemma 4.2 (Vertical reduction). Let
Proof. We have that
) from x i y −2t dx/2y, we see that
4.4. Towards a faster algorithm. In order to make use of the same linear recurrence techniques as Harvey, we express the reduction process as we descend through the indices s, t as a linear recurrence with coefficients linear polynomials in s, t. We describe such a recurrence that retains enough information to compute Coleman integrals. By working with a number of evaluations of the primitives on prescribed points on the curve, rather than the primitives themselves as power series, we only have to deal with a vector of fixed size at each step. This is preferable to maintaining a power series as we reduce, adding terms at each step.
We will now give an idea of the approach, giving the details in the next section. Let us first consider the end result of one row of the horizontal reduction process. Fixing a row t, after the reduction we have an equality of the form
in which the terms of the exact differential were found in decreasing order as the reductions are performed. Unfortunately, adding each new term as it is obtained is not a linear recurrence in the index s, as we have s appearing in the exponent of x in each term. Instead we observe that we can express the exact differential as
In essence, we are applying the Horner scheme for polynomial evaluation. Now we specialise to the case of computing the evaluation f i (P ) of the primitive for some point P = (x(P ), y(P )). We can, at each step, compute a further bracketed term starting from the innermost; using the given x, y values, we get a recurrence whose final term is the same as the original evaluation. So we can compute the terms of a recurrence of the form
where s = s max − n decreases from its maximum value, and d i,n is the coefficient of the monomial removed in the nth step of the reduction process. Multiplying the result of this recurrence by the factor y −2t+1 (which is constant along the row) will result in the evaluation of the primitive for the row. At each step we will no longer have an evaluation of the primitive so far, it is only after completing all the reduction steps that each term will have the correct power of x.
We may use the same technique for the vertical reductions; here we have
where now writing
Remark 4.3. The factor y −2t+1 appears in every term in the primitive in row t. It is the same factor in the primitive for the vertical reduction from row t to row 0. So we can initialise the vertical recurrence from W −1,t with both the differential and the evaluations obtained from horizontal reduction along row t, and let the vertical reduction steps multiply the evaluation of the row primitives by this factor. Now we write down the recurrences for both horizontal and vertical reductions precisely using matrices acting on appropriate vector spaces.
4.5. The recurrence. We will now switch to working with a Q p vector h
; these are of length 2g + 1 + L (resp. 2g + L) in the horizontal case (resp. vertical case). The first entries represent the current differential we have reduced to, with respect to the basis given in (4.2). The last L entries will contain the evaluations of the terms of the primitive picked up so far, one for each of the L points P 1 , . . . , P L ∈ X(Q p ) we want evaluations at.
When we horizontally reduce, using the result of Lemma 4.1, the two terms we are interested in, the exact differential and the reduction, have a common denominator of D Writing out the result of a single reduction step in terms of these vectors, we see that we need to compute the terms of the recurrence given by h 
where r i,j is the coefficient of x j in R i (x) and s 
is such that the projection onto W −1,0 is someω withω = ω − d(g) for some g ∈ A † , and the projection onto Q L p is (g (P 1 ) , . . . , g(P L )). As the approximation in (4.1) has summands that occur in several different W s,t 's, we cannot simply find the product matrix and apply it to a single vector. Instead, we must work through the various subspaces doing as many reductions as possible before we reach a new monomial from the original approximation. As D H and D V are scalar matrices, we can commute them past the M V 's and M H 's. This separates out the components so we can work just with products of matrices of linear polynomials. This reduces the problem to finding several of the products M V (a, b) and M t H (a, b). In practice, to use as little p-adic precision as we can, we must not allow too many runs of multiplications by p and then divisions by p, so that the relative precision stays as large as possible. This will be addressed in §7.
Linear recurrence algorithms
In this section, we recall and adapt some methods for finding subsequent terms of linear recurrences with linear polynomial coefficients. The set-up is that we are given an m × m matrix M (x) with entries that are linear polynomials over a ring R and wish to obtain several products M (x, y) = M (y)M (y −1) · · · M (x+1) for x < y integers. We let MM(m, n) be the number of ring operations used when multiplying an n × m matrix by an m × m matrix, both with entries in R. Then MM(m) = MM(m, m) is the cost of multiplying two m × m matrices. We will not say much about these functions here, as modern theoretical bounds for these functions do not affect the point of our main result; however see [LG12] for some recent work on the topic. Using naive matrix multiplication, we have MM(m, n) = O(m 2 n), which if m 2 = o(n), cannot be improved upon asymptotically. Whenever n ≥ m we can partition an n×m matrix into roughly n/m blocks each of size m×m. These blocks can then be multiplied individually for a run time of MM(m, n) = O(MM(m) n m ). We will also let M(n) be the number of ring operations needed to multiply two polynomials of degree n with coefficients in R.
The method of Bostan-Gaudry-Schost requires that certain elements of R be invertible. Moreover, they assume as input a product D(α, β, k) of several of these inverses. We will apply these methods in Z/p N Z where the cost of computing inverses is negligible compared to the rest of the algorithm, so we will take this step for granted; see [BGS07] for more details.
With the above set-up, Harvey, [Har07] Theorem 6.2, adjusts the algorithm of Bostan-Gaudry-Schost, [BGS07] Theorem 15, to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 5.1. Let M (x) be a m×m matrix with entries that are linear polynomials in 
In order to apply this theorem to the above recurrences for computing the Coleman data, we introduce a variant better suited to the recurrences we obtained in §4.4. If we simply applied the same algorithm/result as Harvey naively, we would not get as good a run time in general. 
Then the interval products
Proof. The algorithm to do this is the same as the one given for Theorem 5.1 in [Har07] Theorem 6.2, only adjusted to take advantage of the fact that the matrices used are of a more restricted form as follows: First, note that a product of matrices of the assumed form is again of the same shape, so one can work only with matrices of this form throughout. Such matrices should then be stored without keeping track of the entries that are always 0, as a pair of matrices A, B of size m × m and n × m respectively, and a list containing the n bottom right diagonal entries. Now the algorithm of Harvey and BostanGaudry-Schost should be applied using this fixed representation.
The complexity of this algorithm is dominated by two main subtasks: shifting evaluations of the matrices and matrix multiplication. During the shifting step, we need only interpolate the non-zero entries; there are (m + n)m + n of these. The number of ring operations required for this is then O((m 2 + mn)M( √ K)). For the matrix multiplication steps, the restricted form of the matrix once again allows us to use a specialised matrix multiplication routine. Here we can evaluate the block matrix product more efficiently, multiplying only the non-zero blocks, and using the fact that multiplying an n × m matrix on the right by a square diagonal matrix stored as a list uses only O(nm) operations. Therefore the total complexity of multiplying two matrices of this form is O(MM(m, n) + MM(m)). As we do not modify the algorithm in any other way, the result follows.
The conditions on the matrix in Theorem 5.2 are precisely those satisfied by the matrices M t H (s) and M V (t) from §4. So we may use this algorithm for computing block horizontal and vertical reductions for certain intervals.
Remark 5.3. As well as utilising the polynomial structure of our matrices, for any row with sufficiently many terms compared to the desired precision, it is also possible to interpolate p-adically. This idea is due to Kedlaya and is explained in [Har07] Section 7.2.1. Using this allows us to compute fewer interval products using Theorem 5.2 by interpolating the remaining ones.
If we could compute to infinite precision, it would be optimal to reduce as far as possible at each reduction step, i.e., until we get to index of a new term that needs adding. However, in practice, we should divide by p as soon as possible, in order to reduce the number of extra p-adic digits needed throughout. Therefore analysing when divisions by p occur informs which interval products are found.
The algorithm
In this section we describe the complete algorithm derived in the previous sections. The flow of the algorithm is the same as that of Harvey, only we use our larger matrices throughout and have to make some small adjustments to the evaluations. Care should be taken in all steps where division occurs, see §7.
Algorithm 6.1 (Computation of Coleman data). Input: A list of points {P ℓ } 1≤ℓ≤L in non-Weierstrass residue disks, precision N .
Output: Matrix of Frobenius M , modulo p N , such that
(1) For each row index t = (p(2j
(ii) For each column index s = p(i + r + 1) − 1 for r = (2g + 1)j down to 0 do:
(2) Initialise a 2g × L matrix for the evaluations E and a 2g × 2g matrix for the action of Frobenius M . Remark 6.2. We have not used the fact that in Algorithm 3.3 we only needed to evaluate at Teichmüller points. Using Teichmüller points only serves to make the description of Coleman integration a little simpler, and provides a convenient set of points corresponding to residue disks. This allows one to store the output of Algorithm 6.1 for further computations involving the same set of residue disks.
One simpler variant of this algorithm is to compute evaluations for one point at a time, re-running the whole procedure including finding the matrix of Frobenius once for each point. The advantage of this method is not needing a specialised version of the linear recurrence algorithms as in Theorem 5.2. While this would result in the same theoretical run time if g 2 ∈ o(p), recomputing the matrix of Frobenius would be a duplication of work and inefficient in many parameter ranges.
Precision
In this section we examine the level of p-adic precision that needs to be maintained throughout, in order to compute the matrix of Frobenius and evaluations of primitives to precision O(p N ). We follow Harvey's approach in [Har07] Section 7 and prove that analogous results hold for our recurrence.
Lemma 7.1. During horizontal reduction, the evaluations of the primitives remain integral. Moreover, if the calculations are performed with initial data known to absolute precision p N and intermediate computations are performed with an absolute precision cap of p N +1 , then whenever division by p occurs, the dividend is known to absolute precision p N +1 , so that the quotient is known to absolute precision O(p N ).
Proof. As we begin with evaluation 0, we must show that if the evaluations are integral, they remain so after several reduction steps. Any point P = (x, y) that we are evaluating at is assumed not be in a Weierstrass residue disk and in particular not in the residue disk at infinity. Hence x is integral and multiplication by it will never reduce p-adic valuation.
In the horizontal reduction matrix (4.10), the only nonzero terms in the bottom left block are the −1s in the rightmost column which will not disturb integrality. Lemma 7.2. During vertical reduction, the evaluations of the primitives remain integral. Moreover, if the calculations are performed with initial data known to absolute precision p N and intermediate computations are performed with an absolute precision cap of p N +1 , then whenever division by p occurs, the dividend is known to absolute precision p N +1 , so that the quotient is known to absolute precision O(p N ).
Proof. Any point P = (x, y) that we are evaluating at is assumed not to be in a Weierstrass residue disk and in particular not in the residue disk at infinity. Hence y is a unit and multiplying or dividing by it will not change p-adic valuation.
We check that the analysis in [Har07] Lemmas 7.7 and 7.9 may be adjusted to apply with our extended M V (t).
2 . Unlike in [Har07] Lemma 7.7, our matrix M V (t) will not have integral inverse as D V (t) appears in the bottom right block, so M V (t) is singular mod p. Instead, the inverse of the block lower triangular M V (t) has integral top left block, and the bottom two blocks have valuation at least −1. Now letting t 0 = (p − 1)/2 and X = D V (t 0 , t 0 + p + 1) −1 M V (t 0 , t 0 + p + 1), the argument in [Ked01] Lemma 2 implies that pX is integral. The argument says that taking ω ∈ W −1,t0+p+1 with integral coefficients, the primitive g of Xω − ω becomes integral after multiplication by p, and hence the evaluation of pg at a point in a non-Weierstrass residue disk is integral. The entries in the bottom left block of X are evaluations of this form up to a power of y(P ), which will not affect integrality. The bottom right block of X is integral already as it is simply a power of the diagonal matrix diag((y(P ℓ )
−2 ) ℓ ). So each term of the block matrix product (pX)M V (t 0 + p + 1) is integral, and
−1 is divisible by p.
Remark 7.3. Multiplying by (M − I) −1 , as in (3.4), will lose v p (det(M − I)) digits of absolute p-adic precision. As
, this is at most g in the anomolous case, and in general we expect that it is 0, so if g = O(N ) the whole computation can be repeated with the extra precision required at no extra asymptotic cost.
Run time analysis
Having described the algorithm in detail, we now analyse its run time, in order to prove Theorem 1.1. First of all we analyse each step of Algorithm 6.1.
The main step is the computation of the reduction matrices via Theorem 5.2. In this case, we have m = 2g (+1 in the horizontal case) and n = L. When reducing horizontally, for each row the largest index is bounded by K = O(N p). When reducing vertically our index is also at most O(N p). As there are N rows in total, we obtain a total of 
Now we turn to the algorithm for computing Coleman integrals, obtained by running Algorithm 6.1 once and then Algorithm 3.3 once for each point. The analysis here is the same as that in [BBK10] Section 4.2, where, by using Algorithm 6.1 instead of Kedlaya's algorithm, we may replace the O(pN 2 g 2 ) in their complexity analysis with (8.2). The remaining steps to complete the Coleman integration are logarithmic in p and are dominated by the logarithmic in p term of (8.2).
If L is fixed (for example L = 2 when computing integrals between two points) the complexity is as in [Har07] Theorem 1.1. This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Remark 8.1. The version of Kedlaya's algorithm used in [BBK10] Algorithm 10, seems to have an advantage in that it outputs the power series of the f i 's. This could of course be re-used later to evaluate at further points without re-running Kedlaya's algorithm. However, for p large enough, this series has so many terms that it is faster asymptotically to recompute everything with the algorithm given here, than it is to evaluate the power series at one point. We have implemented this algorithm in C++ as an extension of David Harvey's hypellfrob package. This extension has been wrapped and can be easily used from within Sage [Sag18] . The implementation is included as part of the supplementary materials to this paper. This implementation uses naive matrix multiplication (for which ω = 3) and does not take into account the special form of the matrices, as in Theorem 5.2; so the run time of this implementation will not have the asymptotic behaviour stated in (8.2) for the parameter L.
In Table 1 , we list some timings obtained using this implementation in genus 3, for various primes p and p-adic precision bounds N . For comparison, we also list timings for the functionality for computing Coleman integrals in Sage 8.0. The implementation in Sage is written in Python, rather than C++, so we would expect some speed-up even if a superior algorithm was not used. Specifically we have compared the time to compute the Coleman data only, and do not include any of the time spent doing the linear algebra and tiny integral steps of Coleman integration, which should be comparatively fast. As such, we only time the components that will differ between the old and new approaches. For the existing Sage code we have timed both finding the matrix of Frobenius and the primitives (by calling monsky_washnitzer.matrix_of_frobenius_hyperelliptic), and the time to evaluate the resulting primitive at one point. This is compared with the time taken by the new implementation, called from its Sage wrapper with one point specified, this outputs the matrix of Frobenius and the evaluations at that point. All timings and examples are on a single 16 AMD Opteron 8384 2.7GHz processor on a machine with 16 cores and 82 GB RAM. While this table is mostly intended to show practicality, in the N = 9 column the square root dependence on p can be seen. The large jump in the timings between p ≈ 256 and p ≈ 512 for N = 7 could be explained by the fact that this is the cut off between when an element of Z/p N Z is representable in one machine word.
Examples
In this section we give an explicit example of a computation we can perform with this technique, demonstrating how large we can feasibly take the parameters. We compare our implementation to the existing functionality for Coleman integration in Sage 8.0 for this example.
The current implementation uses the basis x i dx/y, to remain consistent with Harvey's notation. As the existing functionality for Coleman integration in Sage 8.0 uses the basis x i dx/2y for cohomology, we must divide the obtained evaluations by 2 to compare them to those returned by Sage or Algorithm 6.1. Computing this (and finding (M − 1) −1 ) takes a total of 27.8 minutes (with a peak memory usage of 2.9GB). Evaluating Coleman integrals for such a large prime is far out of the range of what was possible to compute in reasonable amount of time using the previous implementation. In fact, even when p = 2 14 + 27 the existing Sage functionality takes 53.2 minutes, and uses a larger volume of memory (12GB).
As we have used only 1 digit of p-adic precision, the points P and Q are congruent up to this precision to the corresponding Teichmüller point in their residue disk. So, for this example, we do not need to worry about computing tiny integrals; the vector of Coleman integrals )) reflecting the holomorphicity of the first two basis differentials only. We have also run the same example with precision N = 3; this took 22.5 hours and used a peak of 50GB of memory.
Future directions
The assumptions on the size of p allow us to use at most one extra digit of p-adic precision; it should be possible to relax this assumption somewhat, using a more complicated algorithm instead. Similarly it should be possible to work over extensions of Q p , or remove the assumption that Q(x) is monic.
Kedlaya's algorithm has been generalised to other curves and varieties, e.g. [Har12, GG01, Gon15, Tui17] and Harvey's techniques have also been generalised to some of these cases [Min10, ABC
+ 18]. Moreover, explicit Coleman integration has also been carried out in some of these settings, for even degree hyperelliptic curves [Bal15] , and for general curves [BT17] . It would be interesting to adapt our techniques to those contexts. Iterated Coleman integrals are also of interest and have been made computationally effective [Bal13] . Extending the algorithm presented here to compute iterated integrals is another natural next step. Harvey has also described an average polynomial time algorithm for dealing with for many primes at once [Har14] . The author plans to explore the feasibility of analogous techniques when computing Coleman integrals.
